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A B S T R A C T

This article proposes a real-time implementation of distributed model predictive controllers to maximize the
thermal energy generated by parabolic trough collector fields. For this control strategy, we consider that each
loop of the solar collector field is individually managed by a controller, which can form coalition with other
controllers to attain its local goals while contributing to the overall objective. The formation of coalitions is
based on a market-based mechanism in which the heat transfer fluid is traded. To relieve the computational
burden online, we propose a learning-based approach that approximates optimization problems so that the
controller can be applied in real time. Finally, simulations in a 100-loop solar collector field are used to assess
the coalitional strategy based on neural networks in comparison with the coalitional model predictive control.
The results show that the coalitional strategy based on neural networks provides a reduction in computing
time of up to 99.74% and a minimal reduction in performance compared to the coalitional model predictive
controller used as the baseline.
. Introduction

The transition to low-carbon energy systems is changing the global
nergy landscape. Renewable energy accounted for almost 30% of the
lobal power mix in 2021 and is expected to increase in the near
uture (McKinsey&Company, 2022). Since solar power is one of the
ost abundant and cost competitive energy sources, many researchers
ave paid special attention to it over the past few decades (Camacho
t al., 2012; Kabir et al., 2018; Hayat et al., 2019). Electricity can
e generated directly from sunlight using photovoltaic cells (PV) or
ndirectly by concentrating solar power (CSP) systems, which employ
olar radiation and a heat transfer fluid (HTF) to produce steam that
rives a turbine generator. For electricity providers, CPS systems lead to
reater grid stability because they can produce in zero- or low-sunlight
onditions using thermal energy storage (TES) systems. Another benefit
f CPS systems is its use for industrial activities that require super-
eated water (Tasmin et al., 2022). Among CPS technologies (Islam
t al., 2018), we can find parabolic dishes (Bianchini et al., 2019),
olar power towers (Awan et al., 2020), linear fresnel collectors (Pulido-
parraguirre et al., 2019), and parabolic trough collector fields (Yılmaz
nd Mwesigye, 2018). In this work, we focus on the latter and maximize
he thermal energy generated despite daylight changes by controlling
nlet valves at the beginning of the collector loops. Other control
bjectives such as maximizing electrical power and tracking an outlet
emperature setpoint could be also considered.

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: evamasero@us.es (E. Masero).

A comprehensive overview of control techniques for controlling
solar power plants can be found in the surveys presented by Camacho
et al. (2007a,b). Among all of them, model predictive control (MPC),
which optimizes the control input over a finite horizon using a model
to predict the system evolution, is second to none due to its remarkable
characteristics such as the possibility to handle constraints, delays,
and multi-variable systems (Mayne, 2014). Much research has been
dedicated to the applications of MPC to solar collector plants. For
example, Alsharkawi and Rossiter (2016) detail a dual MPC based on a
linear model with disturbance rejection, Vasallo et al. (2017) proposes
an economic MPC to address the scheduling problem in CSP plants
with TES, and Pipino et al. (2020) employs an MPC based on a linear
parameter varying model. Due to the non-linear dynamics of plants,
non-linear model predictive control (NMPC) approaches are also found
in the literature. Flores et al. (2005) proposes a fuzzy NMPC to account
for complex requirements, Gálvez-Carrillo et al. (2009) combines the
NMPC with Smith predictor to tackle dead times, and Falugi and Mayne
(2011) present a tube-based model predictive control to deal with
non-linear dynamics and unstructured uncertainty.

Most studies focus on optimizing the HTF flow of the solar collec-
tor field using a centralized setting. However, centralized approaches
present limitations in large-scale fields due to the complexity of the
corresponding models and the high computing time requirements. An
alternative is to use distributed MPC (DMPC) approaches, which divide
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engappai.2022.105666
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the overall control problem into sub-problems solved by local con-
trollers that can coordinate with each other (Negenborn and Maestre,
2014). Several distributed strategies that consider valves at the be-
ginning of loops have been explored. For instance, De Araújo Elias
et al. (2019) proposes a distributed MPC architecture for large-scale
fields in parallel configuration, where the field is divided into sub-fields
that are locally controlled and can be disconnected to prevent heat
losses. In (Navas et al., 2018), a non-cooperative distributed approach
in which the flow rate of each loop is determined by a local MPC
is presented, and Frejo and Camacho (2020) details a logic-based
distributed MPC that provides performance close to the centralized
MPC with less computational burden. Nevertheless, the fixed cooper-
ation structure between controllers may limit the scalability due to
increasing cooperation efforts and may not provide the best adap-
tation to disturbances as dusty collectors and partial clouds, which
generate high sunlight differences between loops in large-size solar
fields. A further strategy to overcome this drawback is coalitional
model predictive control (Baldivieso-Monasterios and Trodden, 2021;
Chanfreut et al., 2021), which fosters time-varying groups of local
agents that coordinate their control actions to improve performance
with an adequate degree of cooperation. This strategy results in an
online partitioning problem to adapt the control structure to changing
operating conditions (Barreiro-Gomez et al., 2019). The partition can
be obtained in a fully distributed way or by a supervisor with overall
information of the system. Regarding the former, (Fele et al., 2018) de-
cides the cooperation structure autonomously by a negotiation process
between local agents. An example of hierarchical structure can be found
in (Masero et al., 2021), where a supervisor layer sets coalitions and the
best moment to implement them. Applications of coalitional control
cover fleet of robots (Xiao and Chen, 2021), electricity networks (La
Bella et al., 2022), wind farms (Ye et al., 2019), telecommunication net-
works (Masero et al., 2020), vehicle platooning (Maxim and Caruntu,
2022), water networks (Maestre et al., 2021), microgrids (Ananduta
and Ocampo-Martinez, 2021), and solar power plants (Masero et al.,
2022), among others.

Likewise, to handle real-time requirements, one may need to employ
methods as explicit MPC (Alessio and Bemporad, 2009) or machine
learning (Drgoňa et al., 2018). This latter group includes artificial
neural networks (ANNs), which can approximate the MPC policy in a
compact form. Depending on the training criteria, learning can be clas-
sified as: (i) supervised if label data are mapped to obtain known out-
puts (Bemporad, 2022), (ii) unsupervised if patterns are extracted from
untagged data, e.g., for fault diagnosis (Vaish et al., 2021), and (ii) rein-
forcement when learning stems from the feedback provided by interac-
tion with the environment (Pane et al., 2019). Machine learning tech-
niques are present in vast applications such as robotics (Soriano et al.,
2020), physical problems (Edalatifar et al., 2022), medicine (Ngiam
and Khor, 2019), education (Kuleto et al., 2021), mechanical struc-
ture (Safa and Kachitvichyanukul, 2019; Shariati et al., 2019), energy
efficiency of buildings (Yang et al., 2020), thermal energy (Azadeh
et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2022), etc. However, few studies about machine
learning for controlling solar plants are found in the literature. In (Sun
et al., 2017), it is designed a controller based on artificial neural
networks that approximates the PI controller of a residential solar
CV system; Ceusters et al. (2021) presents a reinforcement learning
strategy that outperforms centralized MPC to manage multi-energy
systems; and Ruiz-Moreno et al. (2021) proposes an artificial neural
network to approximate the local NMPC controller of a loop in solar
collector fields.

To cover the gap of studies for controlling solar collector plants,
this article presents supervised learning control based on coalitional
model predictive control to maximize thermal energy in solar collector
fields. The hierarchical coalitional NMPC used as a baseline is proposed
in (Masero et al., 2022), where the solar field partition is selected online
by an MPC-based supervisory layer that groups controllers offering and
demanding HTF in a market, following an auction-based mechanism.
2

Fig. 1. Diagram of a parabolic-trough solar collector field.

Once the partition is selected, each coalition is controlled by an MPC
controller. With respect to (Masero et al., 2022), the current work
replaces all MPC optimizations with artificial neural networks to relieve
the computational burden. Therefore, the partition is selected by a
learning-based supervisory layer, and then each coalition is controlled
by an artificial neural network that calculates its control input to
achieve a performance similar to that obtained with model predictive
controllers. The main contribution of this work is the novel combi-
nation of artificial neural networks in a distributed coalition setting,
which allows the proposed strategy to substantially reduce computa-
tional requirements while adapting to current operating conditions.
The motivation of this work stems from the need for achieving real-
time optimizations to control solar collector plants. Finally, we test the
proposed method with a simulated 100-loop solar collector field, which
is an extension of the ACUREX field located in the Plataforma Solar de
Almería (Yebra et al., 2010).

Index of contents. Section 2 presents the distributed parameter model
and constraints of solar collector fields. Section 3 introduces the control
objective, the coalitional NMPC problem, and the method for establish-
ing the field partition. Section 4 explains the proposed algorithm based
on artificial neural networks. Section 5 contains the simulation results
and discussion. Finally, Section 6 concludes with the main findings.

2. Solar collector field description

The parabolic-trough solar collector field is composed of a series
of parallel loops formed by concave mirrors that lead the solar direct
normal irradiance (DNI) in their focal line tube, as shown in Fig. 1. The
heat transfer fluid (HTF) that runs through the tube is heated up and
led to the heat exchanger to produce steam.

2.1. Non-linear system dynamics

We consider that the set of loops  ≜ {1,… , 𝑁loop} is divided into
 ≜ {1,… , 𝑁seg} segments of length 𝛥𝑙 (see Fig. 1) to describe the
field dynamics using a distributed parameter model whose variables are
listed in Table 1. The model, which was previously proposed in (Ca-
macho et al., 2012), is obtained by the following iterative two-stage
process with finite differences:

1. Calculation of the HTF and metal tube temperatures of all seg-
ments 𝑖 ∈  of loop 𝑗 ∈ , assuming the fluid is in steady state:

𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘) = 𝑇 1f

𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘 − 1)

+
𝜋𝐷f𝐻 t

𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘 − 1)𝛥𝑡

𝜌f𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘 − 1)𝐶 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘 − 1)𝐴f

(

𝑇m
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘 − 1) − 𝑇 1f

𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘 − 1)
)

,

𝑇m
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘) = 𝑇m

𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘 − 1) + 𝛥𝑡
𝜌m𝐶m𝐴m

(

𝜂col𝑖,𝑗 𝐺𝑖,𝑗𝐼𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘)

−𝜋𝐷m𝐻 l
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘 − 1)

(

𝑇m
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘 − 1) − 𝑇 a(𝑘)

)

−𝜋𝐷f𝐻 t
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘 − 1)

(

𝑇m
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘 − 1) − 𝑇 1f

𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘 − 1)
)

)

,

(1)

where superscripts (f ,m) correspond to the fluid and the metal
tube, respectively, and 𝑘 ∈ N+ is the discrete-time instant, being

the continuous-time instant 𝑡 = 𝑘𝛥𝑡.
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Table 1
Summary of model parameters and variables.
Symbol Description Unit

𝜂col Efficiency of collectors –
𝐺 Aperture of collectors m
𝐼 Solar direct normal irradiance W∕m2

𝐷m Outside diameter of the pipe m
𝐷f Inside diameter of the pipe m
𝐻 t Coef. of transmission metal-fluid W∕(m2 ◦C)
𝐻 l Coef. of thermal losses W∕(m2 ◦C)
𝑞 Flow rate l/s
𝛥𝑡 Discretization time of the model s
𝛥𝑙 Length of segments m
𝜌m , 𝜌f Densities kg∕m3

𝐶m , 𝐶 f Specific heat capacities J∕(kg ◦C)
𝐴m , 𝐴f Cross-sectional areas m2

𝑇m , 𝑇 f , 𝑇 a Temperatures ◦C

2. Correcting the HTF temperature considering the net energy
carried by the fluid:

𝑇 1f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘) = 𝑇 f

𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘) −
𝑞𝑗 (𝑘)𝛥𝑡

𝛥𝑙 𝐴f

(

𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘) − 𝑇 f

𝑖−1,𝑗 (𝑘)
)

. (2)

We consider that the initial-segment temperature of each loop 𝑗
corresponds to the field input temperature (𝑇 f

1,𝑗 (𝑘) = 𝑇 in(𝑘) for all
𝑘). Moreover, disturbances such as solar DNI 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘), inlet temperature
of the field 𝑇 in(𝑘), and ambient temperature 𝑇 a(𝑘) are assumed to
be measurable or estimated. The outlet temperature of the field is
determined by considering the final-segment temperature of all the
loops:

𝑇 out (𝑘) =

∑

𝑗∈ 𝑞𝑗 (𝑘) 𝑇 f
𝑁seg ,𝑗

(𝑘)

𝑞T(𝑘)
, (3)

ith 𝑞T(𝑘) =
∑

𝑗∈ 𝑞𝑗 (𝑘) being the total flow rate.

.2. Collector field constraints

The thermal energy generated by the solar collector field depends,
mong other aspects, on the DNI received by the loops, their reflectiv-
ty, and their flow rates, which are locally restricted as follows:
min
𝑗 ≤ 𝑞𝑗 (𝑘) ≤ 𝑞max

𝑗 , (4)

here 𝑞max
𝑗 is the maximum flow rate that relies on the highest allowed

ressure drop, and 𝑞min
𝑗 > 0 is the minimum value, based on the

eynolds number, to ensure turbulent flow and obtain a homogeneous
emperature of the HTF along the pipe. All loops are coupled by the
otal flow rate 𝑞T(𝑘), which is also upper limited by 𝑞max

T .
Another aspect that can limit the flow rate of loops is the constraint

f keeping the field outlet temperature (4) within its operational limits.
herefore, the outlet temperature of each loop is bounded by
f ,min ≤ 𝑇 f

𝑁seg ,𝑗
(𝑘) ≤ 𝑇 f ,max, (5)

here 𝑇 f ,min and 𝑇 f ,max are the minimum and maximum temperature
alues, respectively.

. Coalitional control problem

We aim to maximize the thermal power generated by the solar
ollector field while maintaining the outlet temperature and the flow
ate within its limits despite the variability of solar irradiance and
eflectivity differences between loops. We consider flow rates of loops
o be locally managed by an individual control agent that can cooperate
n a dynamic manner with other loop controllers – yielding the so-called
oalitions – to reduce their local costs while contributing to the global
bjective.

By cooperating, the control input of each coalition is the flow rate
∑

𝑐 (𝑘) = 𝑗∈𝑐 𝑞𝑗 (𝑘), in which the thermal dynamics is assumed to be

3

Fig. 2. Example of a solar collector field partitioned into a set of coalitions, where
coalition 𝑐1 is formed by loops 1, 2 and 6; 𝑐2 is formed by loop 4; and 𝑐3 is formed by
oops 3 and 5.

lower than the hydraulic dynamics. The coalition flow rate is also
ower and upper bounded by 𝑞min

𝑐 =
∑

𝑗∈𝑐 𝑞
min
𝑗 and 𝑞max

𝑐 =
∑

𝑗∈𝑐 𝑞
max
𝑗 ,

espectively.

efinition 1 (Cooperation Partition). A cooperation partition (𝑘) orga-
izes the set of loops  = {1,… , 𝑁loop} into a set of 𝐶 non-empty and

non-overlapping coalitions of loops:

(𝑘) ≜ {𝑐1, 𝑐2,… , 𝑐𝐶},

which cover all loops of the field: ⋃𝑐∈(𝑘) 𝑐 = .

By definition, the number of coalitions can vary from 𝐶 = 1, giving
the grand coalition 𝑐1 = , to 𝐶 = 𝑁loop, which gives the decentralized
setting with each 𝑐𝑗 = 𝑗 for 𝑗 ∈ . The cardinality of a coalition |𝑐|
denotes the size coalition, i.e., the number of loops that cooperate in
𝑐. As an example, Fig. 2 shows a cooperation partition of a six-loop field
at a time instant 𝑘1, i.e., (𝑘1) = {𝑐1, 𝑐2, 𝑐3} = {{1, 2, 6}, {4}, {3, 5}}.

3.1. Coalitional NMPC problem

Given a partition (𝑘) at time instant 𝑘, the control objective of each
coalition 𝑐 ∈ (𝑘) is to solve:

𝑄∗
𝑐 (𝑘) = argmin

𝑄𝑐
𝐽𝑐 (⋅, ⋅, ⋅), (6)

subject to dynamics: (1)–(2), constraints: (4), (5), and the maximum
coalition HTF flow:

𝑞max
𝑐 =

𝑞max
T |𝑐|
𝑁loop

. (7)

Here, 𝑄∗
𝑐 (𝑘) is the optimal flow rate sequence over the control

horizon 𝑁u:

𝑄∗
𝑐 (𝑘) ≜ [𝑞∗𝑐 (𝑘), 𝑞

∗
𝑐 (𝑘 + 1),… , 𝑞∗𝑐 (𝑘 +𝑁u − 1)],

and function 𝐽𝑐 (⋅, ⋅, ⋅) is defined as a three-criterion cost that is evalu-
ated along the prediction horizon 𝑁p > 𝑁u:

𝐽𝑐 (⋅, ⋅, ⋅) =
𝑁p
∑

𝑛=1

(

−𝑊𝑐 (𝑘 + 𝑛) + 𝛼𝑐𝛹𝑐
(

𝑇 f
𝑁seg ,𝑗

(𝑘 + 𝑛)
)
)

+ 𝛽𝑐

𝑁p−1
∑

𝑛=0

∑

𝑗∈𝑐

(

𝑞𝑗 (𝑘 + 𝑛) − 𝑞𝑗 (𝑘 + 𝑛 − 1)
)2 ,

(8)

where the control input is assumed to remain constant beyond 𝑘 +𝑁u
to reduce the computation burden. The first argument of 𝐽𝑐 (⋅, ⋅, ⋅) is the
coalition’s thermal power, which is described as

𝑊𝑐 (𝑘 + 𝑛) = 𝑊 out
𝑐 (𝑘 + 𝑛) −𝑊 in

𝑐 (𝑘 + 𝑛)
=
∑

𝑊 out
𝑗 (𝑘 + 𝑛) −

∑

𝑊 in
𝑗 (𝑘 + 𝑛),
𝑗∈ 𝑗∈
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with the output and input thermal powers of each loop 𝑗 ∈ 𝑐 being,
espectively,

𝑊 out
𝑗 (𝑘 + 𝑛) = 𝜌f𝑁seg ,𝑗

(

𝑇 f
𝑁seg ,𝑗

(𝑘 + 𝑛)
)

𝐶 f
𝑁seg ,𝑗

(

𝑇 f
𝑁seg ,𝑗

(𝑘 + 𝑛)
)

𝑞𝑗 (𝑘 + 𝑛)

𝑇 f
𝑁seg ,𝑗

(𝑘 + 𝑛),

𝑊 in
𝑗 (𝑘 + 𝑛) = 𝜌f1,𝑗

(

𝑇 f
1,𝑗 (𝑘 + 𝑛)

)

𝐶 f
1,𝑗
(

𝑇 f
1,𝑗 (𝑘 + 𝑛)

)

𝑞𝑗 (𝑘 + 𝑛) 𝑇 f
1,𝑗 (𝑘 + 𝑛)

The second and third terms of 𝐽𝑐 (⋅) penalize, respectively, the violation
of the outlet temperature and the control efforts with weights 𝛼𝑐 , 𝛽𝑐 ∈
R>0. In particular, 𝛹𝑐

(

𝑇 f
𝑁seg ,𝑗

(𝑘 + 𝑛)
)

is calculated as

∑

𝑗∈
max

(

𝑇 f
𝑁seg ,𝑗

(𝑘 + 𝑛) − 𝑇 f ,max

𝑇 f ,max
,
𝑇 f ,min − 𝑇 f

𝑁seg ,𝑗
(𝑘 + 𝑛)

𝑇 f ,max
, 0

)2

,

to determine the maximum temperature violation of all loops within
coalition 𝑐. Note that the outlet temperature of each coalition can be
computed as

𝑇 out
𝑐 (𝑘) =

∑

𝑗∈𝑐 𝑞𝑗 (𝑘) 𝑇
f
𝑁seg ,𝑗

𝑞𝑐 (𝑘)
.

.2. Market-based mechanism

Local constraints divide the total flow rate, but some loops could
chieve the optimum without activating their HTF constraints, while
thers could enhance their performance by increasing their flows over
heir values. For that reason, individual agents can take advantage of
ooperating. That is, the key point of cooperation is to benefit from the
TF flow as a shared resource.

We consider a dynamic field partition (𝑘) based on coalitions of
agents that supply and demand HTF in a market, as proposed by Masero
et al. (2022). Therefore, the set of loops  can be classified into two
isjoint subsets of supply loops 𝑠 and demand loops 𝑑 in terms of
heir utility gain to HTF flow changes, defined as

𝑐 (⋅, ⋅, ⋅) = −𝐽𝑐 (⋅, ⋅, ⋅). (9)

The market-based mechanism employed to determine the field par-
ition in one iteration is outlined below (Masero et al., 2022):

1. Start with a decentralized partition 0 = , i.e., 𝑐𝑗 = 𝑗.
2. Calculate the utility gain (9) of each coalition considering that

its HTF flow increases and decreases a quantum: 𝑞𝑐 ± 𝛥𝑞𝑐 .
3. Classify as demand (supply) agents 𝑑 ∈ 𝑑 (𝑠 ∈ 𝑠) those with

higher utility gains when their flow increases (decreases) and
sort them in descending (ascending) order according to utility
gain (loss).

4. Following an auction-based approach, the supply loop with the
highest utility gain forms a coalition with the highest bidder to
share its HTF surplus. After that, the supplier with the second-
highest utility gain is clustered with the second-highest bidder,
and so on. Therefore, coalitions are composed of top-winning
pairs to least-losing pairs, as shown in Fig. 3.

5. Compute the utility gain (9) of the resulting coalitions and
evaluate the surpluses of the demand and supply agents as (𝑈𝑐 −
𝑈𝑑 ) and (𝑈𝑐 − 𝑈𝑠), respectively. If any surplus is below a given
threshold 𝜑 ∈ R0+, the formation of a coalition is not worth the
computational burden.

6. The partition 1 is composed of the resulting coalitions:

1 = {𝑐1, 𝑐2,… , 𝑐𝐶} = {{𝑑1, 𝑠1}, {𝑑2, 𝑠2},… , {𝑑𝐶 , 𝑠𝐶}}.

The above procedure can be repeated 𝑀 ∈ N+ iterations to find a
better partition (𝑘) = 𝑀 . To this end, the resulting coalitions can also
be classified into supply and demand entities. Additionally, a maximum
coalition size of |𝑐|max ∈ N+ is set to limit the computational burden,

which increases with the coalition size.

4

Remark 1. To calculate the utility gain 𝑈𝑐 in coalitions of size |𝑐| ≥ 2,
it is necessary to know how the HTF flow 𝛥𝑞𝑐 is distributed between
its loops. To this end, let 𝜆𝑐 = [𝜆𝑗 ]𝑗∈𝑐 ∈ R|𝑐| with 𝜆𝑗 ∈ (0, 1) denote this
flow distribution and obtain the utility gain 𝑈d

𝑐 of a demand coalition:

{𝑈d
𝑐 , 𝜆

d
𝑐} = argmin

𝜆d
𝐽𝑐

(

⋅, ⋅,
∑

𝑗∈𝑐
(𝑞𝑗 (𝑘) + 𝜆d𝑗𝛥𝑞𝑐 )

)

, (10)

and that of a supply coalition:

{𝑈 s
𝑐 , 𝜆

s
𝑐} = argmin

𝜆s
𝐽𝑐

(

⋅, ⋅,
∑

𝑗∈𝑐
(𝑞𝑗 (𝑘) − 𝜆s𝑗𝛥𝑞𝑐 )

)

, (11)

subject to the same equations as (6), and ∑

𝑗∈𝑐 𝜆𝑗 = 1.

4. Learning-based control algorithm

To enjoy the online computing time relief of machine learning tech-
niques, the control policy of coalitional model predictive controllers is
approximated by using artificial neural networks to achieve real-time
optimizations. In particular, we propose a hierarchical learning-based
coalitional control algorithm by clustering loops in such a way that the
resulting thermal energy is maximized.

Description 1. Fig. 3 illustrates a learning-based control scheme for
coalitional problems with a maximum coalition size of |𝑐|max = 3. The
cheme is divided mainly into two blocks:

1. The first block represents the supervisory layer, where the partition
𝑀 is obtained in 𝑀 = 2 iterations. Starting with the decentralized
partition 0, pairs of supply and demand agents are merged in
the order established by the market-based mechanism to obtain 1.
Afterwards, the utility gains (𝑈d

𝑐 , 𝑈
s
𝑐 ) of the coalitions are obtained

by applying two neural networks instead of solving the coalitional
NMPC problems (10) and (11). In the second iteration, we obtain
the final partition  = 2 by applying the market-based approach
again.

2. The second block illustrates the lower control layer, where each
coalitional controller 𝑐 ∈  solves its problem by a neural network
according to its coalition size.

In the following sections, we provide details on the design of these
artificial neural networks and summarize the hierarchical coalitional
control algorithm.

4.1. Neural networks description

An artificial neural network is a general function approximator
that emulates the functioning of the human brain. In this work, we
propose the use of multilayer perceptrons, which are ANNs formed by
three types of layers: input, output, and hidden layers. These ANNs are
types of feedforward neural networks, which means that all neurons
in a layer are connected to all neurons in the previous layer without
cycles between them (Fine, 2006). Each layer is formed by one or
more neurons that implement a linear regression problem. Neurons
contain transfer functions on their outputs to represent their activation
state and impose constraints (Ramachandran et al., 2017). The linear
regression problem and the activation function 𝑎(𝑙)𝑛 of neuron 𝑛 in layer
𝑙 is given by

𝑎(𝑙)𝑛 = 𝑔(𝑙)
(

𝑧(𝑙)𝑛
)

, with 𝑧(𝑙)𝑛 =
𝐿(𝑙−1)
∑

𝑚=1

(

𝑤(𝑙−1)
𝑛𝑚 𝑎(𝑙−1)𝑚 + 𝑏(𝑙−1)𝑛

)

,

where each layer is formed by 𝐿(𝑙) layers; 𝑤(𝑙−1)
𝑛𝑚 is the kernel between

neurons 𝑛 and 𝑚 of layer (𝑙 − 1); and 𝑏(𝑙−1)𝑛 is the bias of neuron 𝑛 in
layer 𝑙 − 1.

Neural networks can be used to solve regression and classification
problems. In particular, this work uses multilayer perceptrons, i.e.,
five regression ANNs and one classification ANN. Neural networks are

trained with a back-propagation process (Rumelhart et al., 1986) in
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Fig. 3. Scheme of the proposed learning-based control approach for a maximum coalition size of |𝑐|max = 3.
hich the error of each neuron is obtained by starting from the output
rror and using gradients, i.e., propagating the error from one layer
o the previous one. In this work, regression ANNs use the Levenberg–
arquardt back-propagation algorithm (Marquardt, 1963), which takes

he sum of squared errors as a loss function and performs a fast training
y approximating the Hessian matrix. The classification ANN uses the
caled conjugate gradient algorithm (Møller, 1993), which performs a
earch along conjugate directions to obtain the gradients, and the loss
unction is the cross entropy.

Before training the ANNs, the data is usually scaled in the range
−1, 1] as

′ =
2 (𝑥 − 𝑥min)
𝑥max − 𝑥min

− 1,

here 𝑥 is the original data vector, 𝑥′ is the vector of normalized
data, and 𝑥max and 𝑥min are, respectively, the maximum and minimum
values of the original vector. Moreover, the dataset is divided into
three subsets: training (for adjusting the parameters), validation (for
evaluating the behavior while tuning some hyperparameters), and test
(for estimating the behavior with new data) subsets. The mean squared
error of the ANN in the validation set is monitored during the training
process and, at a certain point in the training, it starts to increase. To
avoid overfitting, when the error has increased for a certain number of
iterations (validation checks), the training is stopped, and the weights
obtained when the error was minimal are taken. Once trained, ANNs
are evaluated offline in the test set to compare their behavior with
different architectures. This training process is carried out by trial and
error, changing the architecture of the neural network until the desired
performance is obtained in the three subsets.

The proposed algorithm employs several neural networks for con-
trolling the solar plant in real time, as depicted in Fig. 3. The ones that
compute the utility gain of supply and demand coalitions are:

𝑈d
𝑐 = 𝑓NNd

(

𝑥𝑐 (𝑘)
)

,
𝑈 s
𝑐 = 𝑓NNs

(

𝑥𝑐 (𝑘)
)

,
(12)

where the input 𝑥𝑐 (𝑘) gathers the flow rate 𝑞𝑐 (𝑘 − 1), the overall
temperatures 𝑇 a(𝑘), 𝑇 in(𝑘), and 𝑇 out (𝑘), the solar DNI every six segments
and two-time instants, i.e., 𝐼{1∶6∶𝑁seg},𝑗 (𝑘 + 𝑛), with 𝑛 = 1, 3, 5,… , 𝑁p,
and the flow and metal temperatures of each loop 𝑗 ∈ 𝑐 in the middle
5

of collectors 𝑇 f
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑙∕2,𝑗

(𝑘) and 𝑇m
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑙∕2,𝑗

(𝑘) for all 𝑐𝑜𝑙 ∈ {1,… , 𝑁col}, being
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑙 the number of segments in each collector.

The rest of the neural networks compute the coalition flow rate 𝑞𝑐 (𝑘)
according to its coalition size:

𝑞𝑐 (𝑘) = 𝑓NN𝑐1
(

𝑥𝑐 (𝑘)
)

,
𝑞𝑐 (𝑘) = 𝑓NN𝑐2

(

𝑥𝑐 (𝑘)
)

,
𝑞𝑐 (𝑘) = 𝑓NN𝑐3

(

𝑥𝑐 (𝑘)
)

,
(13)

for all 𝑐 ∈ (𝑘) with |𝑐| = 1, |𝑐| = 2, and |𝑐| = 3, respectively.
When a loop does not form a coalition, its flow rate is usually

saturated. Although neural networks are good function approximators,
they tend to avoid saturations. For that reason, an extra classification
neural network is added to the output of 𝑓NN𝑐1(⋅). This saturation neural
network classifies the signal in saturated / no-saturated:

𝛿(𝑘) = 𝑓NN𝑐1,sat
(

𝑥𝑐 (𝑘)
)

, (14)

where 𝛿(𝑘) ∈ [0, 1] indicates if the flow rate must be saturated. In
particular, 𝛿(𝑘) > 0.8 saturates the output of 𝑓NN𝑐1(⋅) to its nearest limit.

4.2. Coalitional ANNs algorithm

This section summaries the coalitional control algorithm based on
neural networks for a fast implementation of coalitional NMPC. The
supervisory layer decides the field partition (𝑘) every 𝑇up ∈ N+ time
instants depending on the state and disturbances of the solar collector
field:
Algorithm 1 (Supervisory layer).
Initial data: 𝑇up, 𝑀 , |𝑐|max, 𝜑.
if mod (𝑘, 𝑇up) = 0 then:
1: Estimate or measure flow rate 𝑞𝑗 (𝑘 − 1) for all 𝑗 ∈  (e.g., with

𝑞T(𝑘 − 1) and the position of the valve through a hydraulic
model), temperatures 𝑇 a(𝑘), 𝑇 f

𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘) ∀𝑖 ∈ , and solar DNI
in the prediction horizon (e.g., following (Cao and Lin, 2008;
Aguilar-López et al., 2022)).

2: Set as the initial partition the one formed by decentralized
agents 0 =

⋃

𝑗∈ 𝑐𝑗 .
3: for 𝑚 = 1 to 𝑀 iteration do:
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• Evaluate the utility gain 𝑈𝑐 of each coalition and classify
it as a supply or demand entity.

• Sort demand and supply coalitions in descending order of
their utility gains.

• Merge one supply and one demand coalition in the or-
der established by the market mechanism if the resulting
surpluses exceed the threshold 𝜑 and the resulting size is
below |𝑐|max.

• The resulting coalitions yield partition 𝑚.

4: end for
5: Finally, send (𝑘) = 𝑀 to the lower control layer.
end if

In the lower control layer, coalitions 𝑐 ∈ (𝑘) compute and imple-
ment their control inputs:

Algorithm 2 (Lower control layer).
At each time instant 𝑘:
1: Coalition 𝑐 ∈ (𝑘) receives its forecasted solar DNI in the

prediction horizon 𝑁p, and measures/estimates 𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘),∀𝑖 ∈ 

of any loop 𝑗 ∈ .
2: Compute the coalition flow rate 𝑞𝑐 (𝑘) by (13).
3: Saturate 𝑞𝑗 (𝑘) of all 𝑗 ∈ 𝑐 if necessary to satisfy the local and

coalitional HTF flow constraints (4) and (7).
4: Apply to the coalition its final HTF flow 𝑞𝑐 (𝑘).

5. Simulation results

The parabolic-trough solar collector field considered in this study
is based on the ACUREX plant, which was operating in the Plataforma
Solar de Almería (Gálvez-Carrillo et al., 2009; Gallego et al., 2022). The
field consists of 𝑁loop = 100 parallel loops of length 𝑑loop = 147 m, which
are discretized into 𝑁seg = 174 segments of length 𝛥𝑙 = 1m. Each loop
∈ {1,… , 𝑁loop} is composed of twelve single-axis collectors aligned
ast–West, the active part is 144m while the passive part is 30m. In the
CUREX plant, the HTF was Therminol 55 thermal oil, whose density
nd specific heat capacity were defined, respectively, as:

𝜌f𝑖,𝑗
(

𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘)

)

= 903 − 0.672 𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘),

𝐶 f
𝑖,𝑗
(

𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘)

)

= 1820 + 3.478 𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘).

The coefficients of metal-fluid transmission and thermal losses are
calculated by:

𝐻 t
𝑖,𝑗
(

𝑞𝑖(𝑘), 𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘)

)

= 𝑞0.8𝑖 (𝑘)𝛷
(

𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘)

)

,
𝐻 l

𝑖,𝑗
(

𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘), 𝑇

a(𝑘)
)

= 0.00249
(

𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘) − 𝑇 a(𝑘)

)

− 0.06133,

with 𝛷
(

𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘)

)

obtained according to (Camacho et al., 2012) as:

𝛷
(

𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘)

)

= 2.17𝑒6 − 5.01𝑒4 𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘) + 4.53𝑒2 𝑇 f

𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘)
2

−1.64 𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘)

3 + (2.1𝑒 − 3) 𝑇 f
𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘)

4.

The ambient temperature 𝑇 a is considered constant for simplicity,
and the values of the main variables and constraints are summarized
in Table 2. Moreover, we consider the output temperature of the steam
generator to drop 90 ◦C with respect to the inlet temperature and a time
constant of 600 s:
𝑇 in(𝑠)
�̂� out (𝑠)

= 1
600𝑠 + 1

, (15)

where �̂� out (𝑠) = 𝑇 out (𝑠)−90. Applying the z-transform to (15) with a dis-
retization step 𝛥𝑡 = 0.5 s, the following discrete-time inlet temperature
s obtained:

in(𝑘) = 0.999167 𝑇 in(𝑘 − 1) + 8.33𝑒 − 4
(

𝑇 out (𝑘 − 1) − 90
)

.

6

Table 2
Model parameters and constraints of the 100-loop collector field.
Symbol Value Units

𝜌m 7800 kg∕m3

𝐶m 550 J∕(kg ◦C)
𝐴f 7.55𝑒 − 4 m2

𝐷m 0.031 m
𝐷f 0.0254 m
𝑞min
𝑗 0.2 l/s
𝑞max
𝑗 1 l/s
𝑞max
T 65 l/s
𝑇 a 25 ◦C
𝑇 f ,min 220 ◦C
𝑇 f ,max 300 ◦C

5.1. Simulation parameters and defocus algorithm

We perform simulations of length 𝑁sim = 120min in Matlab®
2020a with a PC Intel® Core™ i7 − 8700 CPU at 3.20GHz and 16GB
AM. The Optimization Toolbox and Deep Learning Tool-
ox are, respectively, used to implement the control strategy under

wo different techniques:

• Coal. NMPC denotes the non-linear coalitional MPC strategy
proposed in (Masero et al., 2022), which solves the optimization
problem (6) with selected horizons 𝑁p = 12 and 𝑁u = 10.

• Coal. ANN represents the proposed coalitional algorithm based
on artificial neural networks.

Both approaches select the partition every 𝑇up = 5 time instants
fter two iterations 𝑀 = 2, and use |𝑐|max = 3 and 𝛥𝑞𝑐 = 0.5 l∕s due to
heir good trade-off between performance and computational burden in
imulation. To compare these approaches, we use as key performance
ndicators: (i) the average thermal energy produced �̄� [KWh] during
he simulation time, (ii) the maximum computing time of the overall
ontroller 𝜏max

ctr = max
(

𝜏ctr(𝑘)
)

along the simulation, and (iii) the maxi-
um computing time to solve a coalition problem, also considering the

ime spent to determine the partition:

max
𝑐 = max

(

𝜏max
𝑐 (𝑘) +

𝜏 (𝑘)
|(𝑘)|

)

, ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝑁sim, (16)

here 𝜏max
𝑐 (𝑘) is the maximum time to solve a coalition problem at 𝑘,

 (𝑘) refers to the time required to select the field partition at 𝑘, and
(𝑘)| denotes the number of coalitions in partition (𝑘).

In simulations, we initially consider 𝑇 in, 𝑇 f
1,𝑗 , 𝑇

1f
1,𝑗 = 155 ◦C and 𝑇m

1,𝑗 =
65 ◦C,∀𝑗 ∈ , and also some simplifications such as the precomputa-
ion of thermal losses 𝐻 l for a given set of flow rates and temperatures,
nd the selection of the controller sampling time as 𝛥𝑡ctr = 𝛾𝛥𝑡, i.e.,
multiple of the model discretization time 𝛥𝑡 being 𝛾 ∈ N+. Tuning

parameters 𝛼𝑗 = 0.008 and 𝛽𝑗 = 50 for all 𝑗 ∈ 𝑐 are designed in such a
ay that, respectively, penalize the violations of the outlet temperature
nd the valve control effort without strongly affecting the performance
f the controllers. Additionally, we use a simple defocus mechanism for
he last nine collectors of each loop to prevent HTF degradation from
xceeding the maximum temperature 𝑇 f ,max. Hence, the efficiency of

these collectors 𝜂col is based on the defocusing angle 𝜃 (Goswami et al.,
000), which depends on the outlet temperature of the corresponding
oop. Let 𝜂col0 be the collector efficiencies when defocused, the algorithm
mplemented can be summarized as follows:
𝜂col0 = 𝜂col

if 𝑇 f
𝑁seg ,𝑗

> 290◦C then
𝜃 = 1.6◦, 𝜂col ← 0.75 𝜂col0

end if
if 𝑇 f

𝑁seg ,𝑗
> 292◦C then

𝜃 = 2.25◦, 𝜂col ← 0.5 𝜂col0
end if
if 𝑇 f > 294◦C then
𝑁seg ,𝑗
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Table 3
Pearson correlation coefficients of the training process.

(a) 𝑓NNd(⋅)

Neurons 𝑅 (tr.) 𝑅 (val.) 𝑅 (test) 𝑅 (test2)

15 99.472 99.416 99.105 90.782
20 98.894 99.108 99.008 83.163
30 99.110 99.146 98.170 75.053
50 99.181 99.553 98.847 76.420
15-5 99.339 99.181 99.258 92.313
15-10 87.207 84.822 87.273 46.021
20-4 99.291 99.509 99.419 93.234
30-15 99.254 99.441 99.133 87.511
50-25 99.385 99.201 99.071 85.981
15-10-5 98.207 99.110 98.026 75.416
15-10-10 99.392 99.387 99.149 85.705
30-15-10 97.973 97.919 97.666 68.491

(b) 𝑓NNs(⋅)

Neurons 𝑅 (tr.) 𝑅 (val.) 𝑅 (test) 𝑅 (test2)

15 99.636 99.735 99.532 90.035
20 99.654 99.856 99.682 90.541
30 91.499 91.883 91.197 73.925
50 99.533 99.436 99.841 77.243
15-5 99.863 99.914 99.915 98.191
15-10 99.729 99.920 99.943 95.688
20-4 84.283 83.435 83.098 60.846
30-15 99.878 99.827 99.949 97.386
50-25 99.821 99.606 99.917 90.622
15-10-5 99.836 99.863 99.847 92.830
15-10-10 99.809 99.956 99.934 95.933
30-15-10 99.900 99.768 99.949 95.895

(c) 𝑓NN𝑐1(⋅)

Neurons 𝑅 (tr.) 𝑅 (val.) 𝑅 (test) 𝑅 (test2)

15 99.960 99.971 99.973 99.256
20 99.930 99.975 99.980 99.670
30 99.964 99.979 99.952 99.399
50 99.981 99.984 99.975 99.204
15-5 99.743 99.745 99.735 99.721
15-10 99.947 99.973 99.907 99.786
20-4 99.950 99.979 99.980 99.798
30-15 99.952 99.969 99.942 99.834
50-25 99.954 99.965 99.979 99.766
15-10-5 99.987 99.991 99.985 99.547
15-10-10 99.977 99.968 99.964 99.864
30-15-10 99.961 99.979 99.983 99.781

(d) 𝑓NN𝑐1,sat(⋅)

Neurons 𝑅 (tr.) 𝑅 (val.) 𝑅 (test) 𝑅 (test2) MSEsat

15 90.166 90.264 90.53 99.851 1.261𝑒 − 10
20 87.408 87.185 87.947 99.851 1.308𝑒 − 10
30 90.633 90.627 90.628 99.851 1.185𝑒 − 10
50 99.795 88.236 87.352 99.850 1.286𝑒 − 10
15-5 91.011 90.670 90.873 99.856 1.252𝑒 − 10
15-10 88.184 88.661 88.805 99.852 1.285𝑒 − 10
20-4 89.281 89.331 89.168 99.851 1.261𝑒 − 10
30-15 88.672 88.337 87.880 99.851 1.282𝑒 − 10
50-25 88.180 88.235 88.167 99.851 1.300𝑒 − 10
15-10-5 87.851 87.938 87.864 99.852 1.290𝑒 − 10
15-10-10 91.440 90.535 91.395 99.851 1.173𝑒 − 10
30-15-10 86.821 87.357 86.78 99.852 1.302𝑒 − 10
50-30-15 89.861 89.072 89.687 99.850 1.243𝑒 − 10

(continued on next column)

𝜃 = 2.75◦, 𝜂col ← 0.25 𝜂col0
end if
if 𝑇 f

𝑁seg ,𝑗
> 295◦ then

𝜃 = 5◦, 𝜂col ← 0 𝜂col0
end if

inally, the control model uses 𝛥𝑙 = 6m and 𝛥𝑡 = 3 s to speed up the
omputing time, and the controllers use a sampling time 𝛥𝑡ctr = 𝛾𝛥𝑡 =
0 s, with 𝛾 = 20.
 o

7

Table 3 (continued).
(e) 𝑓NN𝑐2(⋅)

Neurons 𝑅 (tr.) 𝑅 (val.) 𝑅 (test) 𝑅 (test2)

15 99.729 99.090 99.779 96.723
20 99.640 99.646 99.679 97.920
30 99.599 99.627 99.721 97.834
15-5 99.673 99.822 99.745 98.217
15-10 99.418 99.636 99.282 98.021
20-4 99.597 99.817 99.567 98.310
30-15 99.672 99.759 99.601 98.741
50-25 99.954 99.965 99.979 99.766
15-10-5 99.987 99.991 99.985 99.547
15-10-10 99.977 99.968 99.964 99.864
30-15-10 99.961 99.979 99.983 99.781

(f) 𝑓NN𝑐3(⋅)

Neurons 𝑅 (tr.) 𝑅 (val.) 𝑅 (test) 𝑅 (test2)

15 99.858 99.866 99.886 96.236
20 99.876 99.851 99.826 94.869
30 99.850 99.793 99.883 91.595
50 99.795 99.933 99.786 94.453
15-5 99.853 99.869 99.770 96.733
15-10 99.879 99.891 99.873 94.828
20-4 99.879 99.891 99.873 97.119
30-15 99.788 99.707 99.876 93.940
50-25 99.806 99.935 99.804 95.355
15-10-5 99.858 99.785 99.875 94.786
15-10-10 99.802 99.909 99.909 95.233
30-15-10 99.822 99.903 99.907 96.043

5.2. Neural network: Training and design

The neural networks selected for controlling are multilayer percep-
trons trained with Levenberg–Marquardt back-propagation. Different
numbers and sizes of hidden layers are tested, stopping the training
when the neural network achieved a mean squared error under 10−9

in its output or six validation checks. The activation functions are
hyperbolic tangent sigmoid for all layers except for a linear function in
the output, and the maximum number of epochs is 103. The damping
factor 𝜇 of the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm has an increasing ratio
of 10−1, a decreasing ratio of 10, and a maximum value of 1010.

he saturation neural network is trained with scaled-conjugate back-
ropagation and the stopping criteria are to achieve mean squared
rrors under 10−15 and six validation checks. The activation functions
re hyperbolic tangent sigmoid for all layers, except for a softmax in
he last one (as it is used for classification). The maximum number of
pochs is 103, and the parameters of the back-propagation algorithm
re 𝜎 = 5𝑒 − 5 and 𝜆 = 5𝑒 − 7.

Fig. 4 displays a scheme of the offline training. We performed
ight simulations (a total of sixteen simulated hours) to obtain training
atasets using different solar DNI profiles. For each simulation, the
ptimization problems are solved using the SQP technique (e.g., via
mincon in MATLAB). Other techniques such as (Riedmiller and
raun, 1993; Ghalambaz et al., 2021) could be employed to solve
he optimization problems. Note that all profiles are characterized by
oving clouds, and loops have reflectivity differences because some of

hem are considered dusty or in maintenance. The following datasets
re obtained and divided into a training set of 70%, a validation set of
5% and a test set of 15% for the training process of the ANNs:

• 𝑓NNd(⋅) dataset: 3077 instances.
• 𝑓NNs(⋅) dataset: 3077 instances.
• 𝑓NN𝑐1(⋅) dataset: 56065 instances.
• 𝑓NN𝑐1,sat(⋅) dataset: 56065 instances.
• 𝑓NN𝑐2(⋅) dataset: 14030 instances.
• 𝑓NN𝑐3(⋅) dataset: 3965 instances.

For each neural network, different architectures are implemented in

pen loop and compared using the Pearson correlation coefficient (𝑅).
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Fig. 4. Offline training of coalitional ANN based on coalitional NMPC.
Table 4
Numerical results comparison between the proposed coalitional ANN (C. ANN) and the original coalitional NMPC (C. NMPC).

DNI profile #1 DNI profile #2 DNI profile #3 DNI profile #4

C. NMPC C. ANN Reduc. ANN C. NMPC C. ANN Reduc. ANN C. NMPC C. ANN Reduc. ANN C. NMPC C. ANN Reduc. ANN

�̄� [KWh] 20 250 20 142 0,53% 18 399 18425.2 −0.142% 15 286 15273.4 0,082% 20 052 20 022 0,150%
𝜏max

ctr [s] 580.2 2.81 99.51% 544.5 2.76 99.49% 516.0 2.53 99.51% 584.5 2.68 99.54%
𝜏max
𝑐 [s] 29.9 0.101 99.663% 28.5 0.173 99.34% 27.0 0.071 99.74% 24.6 0.078 99.68%
|𝑐| = 1 [%] 34.92 12.92 – 50.38 36.75 – 89.79 72.21 – 62.63 58.54 –
|𝑐| = 2 [%] 59.58 75.33 – 40.75 53.75 – 7.58 21.92 – 33.75 34.58 –
|𝑐| = 3 [%] 5.50 11.75 – 8.88 9.50 – 2.63 5.88 – 3.63 6.88 –
t
i
p

o
g
t
a
a
c
s

t
w
o
e
p
s

Table 3 shows all the results obtained for the three subsets (tr.:training,
val.: validation, and test). The column 𝑅 (test2) corresponds to an
extra evaluation of the obtained flow rate by performing open-loop
simulations using three new solar DNI profiles. Note that the column
Neurons indicates the number of neurons in each layer separated by
a dash. In Tables 3a–3f, although the 𝑅 values do not differ much
between subsets, we observe a slight decay in some ANNs due to the
use of different solar DNI profiles. The selected architectures, which are
marked in bold, are those that maintain a high value of 𝑅 in the ‘test2’
subset.

Table 3d shows the 𝑅 coefficients of the saturation ANN in every
subset. Afterwards, the evaluation with new data is performed with the
combination of 𝑓NN𝑐1(⋅) and 𝑓NN𝑐1,sat(⋅) in open loop, and the value of
𝑅 (test2) is obtained from the resulting flow rate with saturation. We
also take account of saturated instances from the original controller,
and compute the mean squared error (MSEsat) between the real output
and the corresponding flow rate from the combination of both neural
networks. Note that the first three 𝑅 columns of Table 3d (those of
the training, validation, and test subsets) refer to the binary saturation
value, while 𝑅 (test2) and MSEsat refers to the flow rate obtained from
the combination of the two neural networks. The 𝑅 values are around
90% for the saturations, but increase to more than 99% when combining
𝑓NN𝑐1(⋅) and 𝑓NN𝑐1,sat(⋅), with an MSEsat around 10−10.

5.3. Results and discussion

For simulations, we use several two-hour solar DNI profiles – differ-
ent from the ones used to train the neural networks – to evaluate the
proposed learning-based strategy.

Table 4 displays a numerical comparison of the results obtained by
implementing the coalitional NMPC and coalitional ANN approaches
with four solar DNI profiles. Specifically, we show the average thermal
energy (�̄�) generated by the field in two-hour simulations, the maxi-
mum time to solve the coalitional control (16), and also the average
number of loops in coalitions of size |𝑐| = 1, |𝑐| = 2, and |𝑐| = 3
hroughout the simulations. As observed, the proposed coalitional ANN
trategy attains an average thermal energy reduction of up to 0.746%
ith respect to the coalitional NMPC. However, by implementing the

oalitional ANN, a major reduction in the computing time is achieved
n all cases (see Fig. 7). For example, with profile #1, the Coal. NMPC
pproach obtains a maximum time per coalition of 29.9 s, while the
oal. ANN approach achieves a maximum of 0.101 s. Moreover, whereas
he maximum computing time of the Coal. NMPC controller is 580.2 s,
 u

8

Fig. 5. Evolution of temperatures, thermal power, and total flow rate of the 100-loop
field with solar DNI profile #1.

the Coal. ANN controller yields 2.81 s. Since the sampling time of the
controller is 60 s, and most commercial solar plants are equipped with
an overall controller, our proposed coalitional ANN approach is suitable
for real-time implementation because 𝜏max

ctr < 60 s, unlike the coali-
ional NMPC. Finally, note that the proposed learning-based strategy
s implemented in closed loop but trained in open loop, dragging the
ossible errors that can arise with respect to the coalitional NMPC.

As illustrative results, we show the continuous-time evolution of the
utlet and input temperatures (𝑇 in and 𝑇 out [◦C]), the thermal power
enerated (𝑊 [kW]) and the total flow rate (𝑞T [l/s]) by implementing
he coalitional NMPC and coalitional ANN with solar DNI profiles #1
nd #3. This comparison is displayed in Figs. 5 and 6, which show
similar evolution between both control strategies but with slight

hanges due to the selection of unequal partitions (𝑘) throughout the
imulation.

Lastly, we also discuss the shortcomings of the proposed method. In
he first place, constraint violations are not taken directly into account
hen using neural networks. For that reason, we saturate the ANNs
utput within their limits, but other solutions can be contemplated,
.g., to increase the penalty of the MPC constraints within a more com-
act temperature range. Second, neural networks may fail to provide
uitable outputs when the operating conditions are very far from those
sed in the training process.
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Fig. 6. Evolution of temperatures, thermal power, and total flow rate of the 100-loop
field with solar DNI profile #3.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the maximum computing times obtained with Coalitional NMPC
and Coalitional ANN, for a controller’s sampling time of 60 s.

. Conclusions

We present a hierarchical coalitional non-linear model predictive
ontrol (NMPC) based on artificial neural networks (ANNs) to maximize
he thermal energy provided by solar collector fields. Depending on
peration conditions, the supervisory layer partitions the field online
nto clusters of loops that trade the heat transfer fluid. Cooperating
gents coordinate their control actions to reduce their local costs whilst
ontributing to the achievement of global objective. In addition to
his adaptive capacity of the control system to tackle disturbances,
nother objective is that the controller is able to apply the control
ctions in real time. As shown in the simulation results, the current
mplementation allows real-time executions of the proposed coalitional
NN strategy. Therefore, our contribution upgrades the scalability of
oalitional controllers in large-scale solar power plants.

Future investigations are the inclusion of a detailed hydraulic
odel, the design of neural networks that include constraint satisfac-

ion, the analysis of the controller robustness with respect to changes in
he model, and the application of proposed strategy to other potential
istributed non-linear systems such as microgrids.
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